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Types of Evidence

1. The consequences of believing in my life

2. The fact that God is a reasonable and good 
explenation of the nature
• “Biologists must constantly keep in mind that what they see 

was not designed, but rather evolved.”
-Francis Crick (Discoverer of DNA-helix; Nobel Prize winner)

3. Historical evidence (NT)
1. External evidence

2. Internal evidence 

4. Archaeolgical evidence



What is the Bible?

• From greek biblios, lit. collection of books, 
library

• 66 books of diverse genres: 

– OT: Propheties, history books, Kings Chronicles, 
Songs and poems...

– NT: Eye witness renderings (history-Gospels),  
letters and one apocalypse
• “When you come, bring with you the cloak I left in Troas with Carpas

and the scrolls, especially the parchments”(2Ti 4:13 NET)



Historical evidence l

When were the different documents written

• Gospels
• Matthew: ~AD 70 auth: Unkn./ap. Math. source

• Mark: ~AD 50-70 auth: Mark John/ Pet. source

• Luke: ~AD 60-80 auth: Luke

• John: ~AD 90 auth: ap. John++

• Acts: ~AD60-80 auth: Luke

• All written within 60 years after the happenings!

• (Revelation: ~AD 81-96 auth: ap. John/disc. of John?)



Historical evidence ll

Letters of Paul:

• Wrote letters to persons and churches he 
planted

• Started writing at his second missionary 
journey (~AD50)

• Written in a time periode of ~15 years

• Written by Paul- though scholars dissagree to 
some extent on the Paulian authorship  of 
some of the letters



HISTORICAL EVIDENCE LLL

•Paul brought the gospel to the emperor; the head of the ancient world

•Letters written between AD 49-68



Historical evidence lll
• Other letters

– Hebrews AD 70(?) auth: Unknown
– Letter of James; two options

• Before AD 62 auth:James, brother of Jesus
• Before close of 1.century auth: Unknown

– 1. Peter; two options
• Before AD 60 auth: Peter (by Silvanus)
• Before close of 1st cent. auth: Same

– 2.Peter: early in 2nd cent AD auth: Unknown
– Letters of John:

• Uncertain, but assumingly by a disciple of John, or by John 
himself

– Letters of Jude:
• At the close of the 1st century auth.  Jude



What then, shall we say...?

• Gospels written down very early (within 60y)
– Maybe because the apostles died- need for correct 

remembrance?

• Oral tradition:
– a gap of 20-60 y should be nothing, especially since the 

apostles lived to teach for some decades!
– Easy to remember the words Jesus spoke, since he was

• talking like a Scribe
• Used parables and did mighty deeds

• Compare with
– Alexander the Great
– The Jewish War by Josephus



Survival of the fittest...

• Why would the Jesus movement survive?

– Their leader was crucified

– Hated among the Jews

• Other false Messiahs and Jewish leaders  had 
preceeded Jesus without success (Acts 5,36)

• Why desperately hold on to Jesus when he 
was dead– putting their lives at stake?



Short Comment on Canonisation of NT

• Canonisation NT is a result of decades and 
centuries of choosing- NOT a result of a couple 
of church meetings!

• We know we lack documents (i.e. Pauls letter to 
the Laodicans)

• Gospel of Judas, Thomas... Left out for obvious 
reasons

• So; do we have and know everything about 
Jesus, Paul and the early church? NO

• But can we trust those documents that we in 
fact do have? YES



Further Historical Evidence
Mainly based on a debate between dr. Ehrman and Wallace: ”Is the Original New 

Testament Lost?”

• NT early translated into other languages

• We have tremendous amunts of MSS (1 mile high 
stack!)
– Greek: ~5 600

– Latin:10 000

– Others:5-10 000

– Total:~20 000

• In addition: We have >1 000 000 quotations from 
church fathers(!!)
– Alone sufficiant to reconstruct almost the entire NT! 



Further Historical Evidence ll

Date of manuscripts
• The whole NT found in the 130 MSS from up to 

4th cent. (some books even mult. times):
– 2nd cent: 12 (18)
– 3rd .cent: 64
– 4th cent: 48

• How many do the average classical author have?
– NON! Not a single one

• Considering all MSS, the classical author has an 
av. of 20, compared to 20 000 for the NT!



Further Historical Evidence lll

Date of manuscripts ll
• 90% of NT MSS found after AD 900

– But they add only 2% material!
– Leaving 500 MSS found before AD 900: pretty much!

• Comparing to ancient authors on whom we base most of our understanding of 
Rome:
– Levian:148 volumes, 25% survived
– Tacitus: 1/3 is with us
– Pliny the elder: 200 copies(!), but wait 700 Y for the first one
– Plutarchs “Life”: found in MSS 800y after he wrote
– Josefus’ “Antiquities of the Jews” (vital to understand Judaism of the first cent.: 20 copies, 9th

cent AD, 800 Y later
– Polybius: earliest copies found 1200 Y after he wrote
– Pausanias description of the Greece: 1400 Y later
– Heroditus: 26 copies, 1500 Y before we have a substantial copy (first copy 500y after he wrote)
– Xenophon: 1800 Y before we have any substantial  copy
– !These are some of the most important authors from the Greco-Roman world!
– NT: we have 3 times as many mss in the first 200 Y of composition of NT as the av. Greco-

Roman author has in 2000 Y!



Further Historical Evidence lV

• Filling in gaps without MSS testimony is 
absolute necessary in Greco-Roman 
literature; Almost entirely unknown for NT

• Consequences of rejection of NT:

– [Doubts about NT]x1000=[Doubts about Greco-
Roman lit.]

• We will know next to nothing about Alexander the 
Great, Ceasar, Rome etc...



Textual Variants

• ~2-400 000 variants
• 99% make no difference at all!
• 1% of variance are both meaningful and viable “…with 

fasting” Beast: 666/616
• “Essential Christian beliefs are not affected by the textual variants in 

the manuscript tradition of the New Testament.”
– B. Ehrman in Misquoting Jesus

• The earliest copies differ (10% of times); true enough
– this shows that there was no conspiracy to make ONE kind of 

text!
– And WHEN they agree we can be relatively sure we have the 

original wording



Textual Variants ll

• The earliest mistakes are not those changing the text:
– The earliest copies are made by unprofessinal scribes: easy to 

correct
– In the last 135 Y, 134 new NT papyri (i.e. old) have been 

discovered: Significantly, not a single new wording found in the 
papyri has altered what the scholar already thought of  as 
original. Not ONE!

• Therefore: even earlier papyri are most likely to confirm 
what we already think of as original!
– i.g.: There is now found one mss from the 1st cent. (gosp. of 

mark), confirming the reading we already think as original



External evidence of Jesus

• No serious scholar doubt Jesus’ existence, due 
to 

– external historical evidence

• Greco-Roman references to Jesus

• Jewish references to Jesus

– archaeological evidence



7 ex. of Greco-Roman References



4 ex. of non-Christian Jewish ref. 



Internal evidence

• Måten det er skrevet på bærer preg av at det 
er øyenvitneskildringer

– Flaue episoder; hvorfor ble ikke disse i det minste 
fjernet senere?

– Kvinner som finner Jesus oppstått; Kvinner kunne 
ikke vitne i retten

– Tids- og stedsbestemte hendelser; Hvorfor gjøre 
det så lett å sjekke hendelsene dersom de ikke var 
sanne?
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